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We introduce special Riesz products on the complex sphere and prove Zygmund’s
dichotomy for such products. Given d # Z+ , this construction yields a d-pluriharmonic
measure + such that all slices of + are singular and uniformly symmetric. In particular,
there exist non-constant little Bloch inner functions in the complex ball. Further
little Bloch applications are given.  2000 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let B=Bn denote the unit ball of Cn and let D=B1 denote the unit disc.
Define R=nj=1 zj zj . If n2, then R is called the radial derivative
operator. The little Bloch space B0(B) consists of functions f holomorphic
in B and such that
lim
|z|  1&
(1&|z|2) |Rf (z)|=0.
We investigate elements of the algebra H(Bn) & B0(Bn), n2 (as usual,
H stands for the bounded holomorphic functions). Special attention is
given to the inner functions in B0 . By definition, f # H  is inner if | f *|=1
almost everywhere; here f * denotes the boundary values.
First, recall a series of results about inner functions in B0(D). In [16]
Sarason constructs a singular inner function f # B0(D). Moreover, given
such an f, Frostman’s theorem yields an : # D such that ( f (z)&:)
(1&: f (z)) is an infinite Blaschke product. More geometric and direct
constructions of little Bloch infinite Blaschke products are presented in
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[20, 6]. Finally, in [5] Bishop gives a characterization of H  & B0(D) in
terms of the measures which arise in the canonical factorization theorem.
He uses this characterization to obtain an explicit example of an infinite
Blaschke product in B0 .
The starting point of the present paper is the following existence result
in the ball.
Proposition 0.1. For all n2, there exist non-constant inner functions
in B0(Bn).
Let S=B be the unit sphere, T=D. Denote by _ and m the normalized
Lebesgue measures on S and T respectively. Throughout the paper, ‘‘singular’’
will mean ‘‘singular with respect to the corresponding Lebesgue measure’’;
I\ /T will denote adjacent arcs of equal length.
Our approach is based on the notion of a symmetric measure on the unit
circle.
Definition. A positive measure + on T is said to be symmetric if
lim
m(I\)  0
+(I+)
+(I&)
=1 for all I\ /T.
Recall that the Herglotz integral of a measure + is defined by the equality
H[+](z)=|
T
‘+z
‘&z
d+(‘), z # D.
Recently, Aleksandrov, Anderson, and Nicolau established the following
equivalence.
Theorem 0.2 (See [3]). Let + be a positive measure on T. Then + is
symmetric if and only if
lim
|z|  1&
(1&|z|2) |H[+]$(z)|
Re H[+](z)
=0.
Remark. Define the symmetry function |: (0, 12)  (0, ) as
|(m(I\))= sup
I\/T }
+(I+)
+(I&)
&1 } .
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The following |-version of the above theorem is obtained in [3] also:
Assume that |(0+)=0. Then given =>0, there exists $=$(=, |)>0 such
that (1&|z|2) |H[+]$(z)|<= Re H[+](z) if |z|>1&$. In the opposite
direction one has an analogous statement.
Assume now that + is a singular symmetric measure on T (such examples
were first obtained by Carleson in [8]; see also [3], where other construc-
tions are presented and discussed). Then, by Theorem 0.2, the singular
inner function exp(&H[+]) is an element of the little Bloch space. In fact,
this idea works in the ball and yields Proposition 0.1. More precisely, it is
sufficient to construct a singular pluriharmonic symmetric measure.
Definition. A measure + # M(S) is said to be pluriharmonic if the
Poisson integral P[+] is a pluriharmonic function in the ball.
Given a positive pluriharmonic measure +, recall that the slice-measures
+‘ are defined for all ‘ # S. Indeed, put u=P[+]. Then the slice u‘ (*)=
u(*‘), ‘ # S, * # D, is a positive harmonic function and &(u‘)r &L1 (T)=u(0)
< for all r # (0, 1). Therefore u‘=P[+‘] (the Poisson integral in D) for
some positive measure +‘ , &+‘&M(T)=&+&M(S) .
So the second ingredient of the proof of Proposition 0.1 is
Theorem 0.3 [9, Theorem 4.6]. There exists a probability singular
pluriharmonic measure + # M(S) such that the slice-measures +‘ , ‘ # S, are
uniformly symmetric.
Proof (Proof of Proposition 0.1). Let + be the measure provided by
Theorem 0.3. Define
F[+](z)=exp \&|S _
2
(1&(z, ‘) )n
&1& d+(‘)+ , z # B.
Given a ‘ # S, the definition of H[+‘] yields F[+](*‘)=exp(&H[+‘])(*),
* # D. Hence RF[+](*‘)=*(exp(&H[+‘]))$ (*). Since the measures +‘ are
uniformly symmetric, the |-version of Theorem 0.2 shows that F[+] is a
little Bloch inner function. K
Remark. In fact, Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 give more than plain inner func-
tions in the little Bloch space. Namely, we have the following multidimen-
sional version of a result obtained in [3] (cf. Corollary 3.1 of the present
paper).
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Proposition 0.4. Let n2 and let ,: (0, 1]  (0, ) be a continuous
function with limt  0 ,(t)=0. Then there exists an inner function f in the ball
of Cn such that
lim
|z|  1&
(1&|z|2) |Rf (z)|
,(1&| f (z)|2)
=0.
If ,(t)=t and n=1, then the last equality defines the so-called hyper-
bolic little Bloch space (cf. [19]).
Remark. The classical constructions of little Bloch inner functions in D
are based on the small Zygmund property. Namely, a measure + # M(T) is
said to be small Zygmund if
lim
m(I\)  0
+(I+)&+(I&)
m(I\)
=0.
It is well known that + is a small Zygmund measure if and only if the
Herglotz integral H[+] is a little Bloch function (see, e.g., [12]). So let +
be a positive singular small Zygmund measure. Then exp(&H[+]) is a little
Bloch inner function. Hence, Proposition 0.1 follows from the existence of a
positive singular pluriharmonic small Zygmund measure. We obtain such
measures in Section 3; however, our examples use a generalization of
Proposition 0.1.
So, actually, the main objects of the present paper are pluriharmonic
symmetric measures. More precisely, we investigate pluriharmonic Riesz
products (PRP, in brief) on the unit sphere (see [9] and references
therein). To introduce such products, fix a Riesz pair (R, a). By definition,
a=[ak]k=1 /D and R=[Rj]

j=1 is a sequence of RyllWojtaszczyk poly-
nomials. Namely, Rj is a holomorphic homogeneous polynomial of degree
j and 1=&Rj &L (S)const &Rj&L2 (S) with an absolute constant.
Let PLH2(S) be the space of such functions f # L2(S) that the Poisson
integral P[ f ] is a pluriharmonic function. Consider the orthogonal projec-
tion Pr: L2(S)  PLH2(S). Given a polynomial . on S, the corresponding
operator of the Hankel type is defined as H.[ f ]=. Pr[ f ]&Pr[.f ],
f # L2(S). Since H. : C(S)  C(S) is a compact operator, we have
[& fj &C(S)1 and fj  0 weakly in L2(S)] O &H. fj&C(S)  0. (0.1)
Fix j1 # N and put .1=1+Re(a1R j1). By induction, we use (0.1) and
define the pluriharmonic polynomials .k=Pr(.k&1[1+Re(ak Rjk)]),
where jk is so large that
spec(.k&.k&1) & spec .k&1=< and .k>0.
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Here and in what follows, the symbol spec stands for the spectrum in terms
of H( p, q), ( p, q) # Z2+ , the spaces of complex spherical harmonics. More
precisely, given an f # L1(S), we define
spec( f )={( p, q) # Z2+ : fpq(z)=|S Kpq(z, ‘) f (‘) d_(‘)0, z # S= ,
where Kpq(z, ‘) is the reproducing kernel of H( p, q)/L2(S).
Recall that _ denotes Lebesgue measure on S. Then the sequence
[.k_]k=1 converges weakly* to a probability measure ?=?(R, J, a) such
that the Poisson integral P[?] is a pluriharmonic function.
Remark. Let ‘ # S. Put (.k)‘ (*)=.k(*‘), * # T. Then the sequence
(.k)‘ converges weakly* in M(T) to the slice-measure of ? at the point ‘.
Organization of the Paper. Our aim is twofold. First, we present a
-version of the above construction and prove that every non-negative
upper semi-continuous (USC, in brief) function  can be corrected by a
positive singular measure & in such a way that _+& is pluriharmonic and
symmetric.
Theorem 1. Let  # USC(S), 0. Then there exists a positive singular
measure & such that +=_+& is a pluriharmonic measure and the slice-
measures +‘ , ‘ # S, are uniformly symmetric.
Remark. If n>1, then certain hypothesis of the USC type is necessary
in Theorem 1 even if we omit the symmetry property. Indeed, let
+=_+&, where  # L1(S), 0, and & is a positive singular measure.
Consider
g(z)=exp \&|S _
2
(1&(z, ‘) )n
&1& d+(‘)+ , z # B.
Then | g*|=exp(&) _-a.e. On the other hand, g # H(Bn); therefore
‘  Mg(‘) =
def ess sup
* # T
| g*(*‘)|
is a lower semi-continuous function on S (for further results of this type
see, e.g., [14, Chap. 12]).
Note that even a plain version (i.e., without the pluriharmonic property)
of the above statement is not trivial. In particular, Theorem 1 provides
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some information about B0(D) in terms of the innerouter factorization
(see Section 1). However, if n=1, then the USC hypothesis in Theorem 1
is possibly superfluous.
Second, recall that there exist two types of results in the complex ball.
Namely, there are statements that hold for all slice-functions and there are
facts about almost all slices. A non-constant inner function f such that all
slice-functions f‘ , ‘ # S, are inner was constructed in [10], where Dupain
developed Aleksandrov’s L p-approximation scheme, 0<p<1. Part (ii) of
Theorem 2 below yields immediately such examples. Indeed, in Section 2
we construct a special Riesz pair (R, a)=([R( j, L)] j, L , [ak]k=1) such that
the following analogue of the classical Zygmund dichotomy holds for the
corresponding generalized PRP.
Theorem 2 (Special PRP Dichotomy). Let (R, a) be a special Riesz
pair. Then
(i) if a # l2, then ?(R, J, a) is absolutely continuous and d?d_ # L2(S);
(ii) if a  l2, then there exists an index set J such that the slice-measure
?‘ (R, J, a) and Lebesgue measure on T are mutually singular for all ‘ # S. In
particular, ?(R, J, a) = _.
Moreover, the present approach yields a little Bloch inner function f with
properties in question.
Finally, further little Bloch results, d-pluriharmonic measures, d # Z+ ,
and related problems are discussed in Section 3.
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In the present section we assume that a=[ak]k=1 /D and R=[Rj]

j=1 ,
where Rj is a holomorphic homogeneous polynomial of degree j, &Rj &L (S)
=1, and &Rj &L2 (S)$ with an absolute constant $ # (0, 1).
Pluriharmonic -Construction. We are given a non-negative USC
function  on the sphere.
Step 0. Put .0=1+maxS >.
We assume, as induction hypothesis, that .k is a pluriharmonic polyno-
mial such that .k> on S.
Step k+1. Fix {k+1>0 (it is useful to imagine that {k  0 quite
rapidly). Choose a polynomial k+1 on the sphere such that .k>k+1>
and &k+1&&12<{k+1 .
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Define
.k+1=.k+Pr[(.k&k+1) Re(ak+1Rjk+1 )]
=.k+(.k&k+1) Re(ak+1R jk+1 )&H.k&k+1 [Re(ak+1Rjk+1 )].
More precisely, we take jk+1 so large that
spec(.k+1&.k) & spec .k=< and .k+1>k+1 . (1.1)
To ensure the latter estimate, it is possible to apply (0.1). To check the
spectral condition, we use the spherical harmonics multiplication rule: If
f # H( p, q) and g # H(r, s), then the product fg is in Ll=0 H( p+r&l,
q+s&l), where L=min( p, s)+min(q, r).
Induction yields a sequence of pluriharmonic polynomials [.k]k=1 ,
.k>0, &.k &L1 (S)=1+&&L (S) . By (1.1), we have .k _ w
w* ? for
some positive pluriharmonic measure ?=?(R, J, a, , {) (here J=[ jk]k=1),
?(S)=1+&& . In what follows, the symbol ? is exclusively used for a
measure obtained in such a way.
The above construction gives only a general frame. To prove Theorem 1,
we impose a lot of auxiliary restrictions. In particular, we are going to
replace akRjk by ;kakRjk b Uk , where ;k # [\1] and Uk are unitary
operators on Cn.
Let U denote the unitary group. The following auxiliary result is essen-
tially proved in [2].
Lemma 1.1. Assume f, g # CR(S), f0, &g&1. Then there exist a
sign : # [\1] and a unitary operator V such that
|
S
f [1+:g b V]12 d_\1& 18 |S | g| 2 d_+ |S f d_.
Proof. Given a G # CR(S), we have
|
U
|
S
f [G b V] d_ dV=|
S
f d_ |
S
G d_.
Therefore, we can choose a V # U such that
|
S
f | g b V | 2 d_|
S
f d_ |
S
| g|2 d_.
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Observe that - 1+x+- 1&x2(1&x28) if |x|1, thus
|
S
f [1+ g b V]12 d_+|
S
f [1& g b V]12 d_
2 |
S
f _1&| g b V |
2
8 & d_
2 \1&18 |S | g|2 d_+ |S f d_.
So an appropriate choice of : # [\1] yields the inequality under proof. K
The proof of the following simple lemma is essentially of one variable. In
fact, this result and Claims B and C below have their origin in [13], where
classical Riesz products are investigated.
Lemma 1.2. Let g # C(S). Given =>0, for all k large enough we have
}|I g‘ (*) *k dm(*) }<=
for all ‘ # S and for all arcs I/T.
Proof. Choose a polynomial G such that &G& g&C(S)<=2. Fix L # N
so large that spec(G‘)/[&L, L] for all ‘ # S. Given an arc I, let /I denote
its characteristic function. Then |/^I (l)|(? |l| )&1 if l{0. Therefore
}|I G‘*k dm }= } :l # Z /^I (&l)(G‘*
k)7(l)}
= } :
|l&k|L
/^I (&l) G ‘ (l&k)}2L+1k&L &G&C(S)  0
as k  . K
Proof (Proof of Theorem 1). Our plan is as follows: in part 1 we
construct a measure ?; in part 2 we show that ?=_+& is symmetric and
& is singular.
Part 1 (Construction). Fix a positive sequence =k  0 and a sequence
a  l2 such that &a&<12 and ak  0. By induction, we construct sequences
{/(0, 1), J/N, ;=[;k]k=1 (;k # [\1]) and a sequence U=[Uk]

k=1
of unitary operators on Cn.
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On step k+1 of the pluriharmonic -construction we put
- {k+1 =
$2 |ak+1 |2
40 |S (.k&)
12 d_
and fix a polynomial k+1 , .k>k+1>.
Let l> jk . Lemma 1.1, with f =(.k&k+1)12 and g=Re(ak+1Rl),
provides a sign ;lk+1 # [\1] and a unitary operator U
l
k+1 such that
|
S
[.k&k+1]12 [1+Re(;lk+1ak+1Rl b U
l
k+1)]
12 d_
\1& 18 |S [Re(ak+1Rl)]2 d_+ |S (.k&k+1)12 d_. (1.2)
Define .lk+1=.k+Pr[(.k&k+1) Re(;
l
k+1ak+1Rl b U
l
k+1)]. The idea
is to put jk+1=l and .k+1=.lk+1 for appropriate l # N.
First, on step k+1, we consider so large l # N that .lk+1>k+1 and the
following properties hold,
1+2 |ak+1 |>.lk+1 .k>1&2 |ak+1 | (1.3)
(we apply (0.1));
max[ |(.k)$‘ (*)| : ‘ # S, * # T]
min[ |(.k)‘ (*)| : ‘ # S, * # T]
<l=k+1 ; (1.4)
spec .lk+1 & [(tk , 0), (2tk , 0)]=< for some tk # ( jk , l). (1.5)
By the definition of {k+1 , we have
|
S
(k+1&)12 d_<
$2 |ak+1 | 2
40 |S (.k&)
12 d_.
On the other hand, the RyllWojtaszczyk property (with the constant
$ # (0, 1)) gives
|
S
[Im(ak+1Rl)]2 d_=|
S
[Re(ak+1Rl)]2 d_
$2 |ak+1 | 2
2
, l # N.
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Therefore, by (0.1) and (1.2), we obtain
|
S
(.lk+1&)
12 d_
|
S
(.lk+1&k+1)
12 d_+|
S
(k+1&)12 d_
|
S
|H.k&k+1 [ } } } ]|
12 d_+|
S
[.k&k+1]12 [1+Re( } } } )]12 d_
+|
S
(k+1&)12 d_
|
S
|H.k&k+1 [ } } } ]|
12 d_+\1&$
2 |ak+1 |2
16 + |S (.k&k+1)12 d_
+
$2 |ak+1 | 2
40 |S (.k&)
12 d_
<\1&$
2 |ak+1 |2
32 + |S (.k&)12 d_ (1.6)
for all sufficiently large l # N.
Second, we choose =(q, k)>0, q # Z+ , such that q=k+1 =(q, k)<=k+1 jk .
Recall that .p>0, pk, so we have
.&1p (.
l
k+1&.k)=.
&1
p (.k&k+1) Re(;
l
k+1 ak+1Rl b U
l
k+1)
&.&1p H.k&k+1 [Re(;
l
k+1ak+1Rl b U
l
k+1)]
for all pk.
If l is sufficiently large, then Lemma 1.2 provides
}|I (.&1p (.k&k+1) Re(;lk+1ak+1Rl b U lk+1))‘ dm }<=(k+1, p)2
for all ‘ # S, I/T.
So we apply (0.1) and consider l so large that
}|I \
.lk+1&.k
.p +‘ dm }<=(k+1, p) (1.7)
for all pk, ‘ # S, I/T.
Finally, we define jk+1=l and .k+1=.lk+1 for l so large that all above
restrictions hold.
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The induction construction proceeds and yields a pluriharmonic measure
?=?(R, U, J, ;, a, , {).
Part 2. Properties of the measure ?.
Claim A. We have ?=_+&, where & is a positive singular measure,
&(S)=1+&&&&&1 .
Proof. Property (1.5) guarantees that the slice-measures ?‘ , ‘ # S, have
the spectral gaps [tk , 2tk]. Thus (.k)‘  D?‘ m-a.e., where D?‘ is the
derivative of the measure ?‘ # M(T) (see, e.g., [22, Chap. 3]). On the other
hand, we have k=1 |ak |
2=, therefore, (1.6) yields .k   in L12(_).
Hence D?‘=‘ m-a.e. for _-almost all ‘ # S. K
Define ?( p)=?.p , p # Z+ . In fact, a tail of a classical Riesz product and
?( p) have similar properties.
Claim B. The following property holds for every ‘ # S,
|? ( p)‘ (I )&m(I )|=p+1 jp
for all arcs I/T and for all p # N.
Proof. Let t>1 be close to 1. Denote by It /T the arc with the same
center as I and such that m(It)=tm(I ). Then
? ( p)‘ (I )lim sup
l  +
|
It \
.p+l
.p + ‘ dm for all t>1.
On the other hand, we have
} |It \
.p+l&.p
.p +‘ dm } :
l&1
d=0 }|It \
.p+l&d&.p+l&d&1
.p +‘ dm }
 :
l&1
d=0
=( p+l&d, p)=p+1 jp
by (1.7) and by the definition of =( p+l&d, p).
Since t is arbitrarily close to 1, we have ? ( p)‘ (I )&m(I )=p+1 jp for all
‘ # S, p # Z+ . Analogously we obtain m(I )&? ( p)‘ (I )=p+1 jp . K
Claim C. The measures ?‘ , ‘ # S, are uniformly symmetric.
Proof. Fix a point ‘ # S and put .k=(.k)‘ , ?=?‘ . Assume that
I+ _ I&=I, 1jk+1m(I )1jk .
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Since m(I )1jk , estimate (1.4) provides
max
z, w # I
|log .k&1(z)&log .k&1(w)|m(I )
maxI |.$k&1 |
minI |.k&1 |
=k  0 as k  .
Since ak  0 (this property is crucial), the latter fact and (1.3) yield
max
I
log .k+1&min
I
log .k+1  0 as k  . (1.8)
On the other hand, m(I ) jk+11, so Claim B gives
|?(k+1)(I )&m(I )|m(I ) =k+2=o(m(I )) as k  .
Finally, recall that ?(I )=I .k+1 d? (k+1). Therefore
?(I\)=.k+1(‘\)(m(I )+o(m(I ))), where ‘\ # I\ .
Thus, by (1.8), we have
}?(I+)?(I&)&1 }= }
m(I ) .k+1(‘+)
m(I ) .k+1(‘&)
&1 }+o(1)  0
as k   (or, equivalently, as m(I )  0).
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. K
An application of Theorem 0.2 provides little Bloch functions with
prescribed lower semi-continuous (LSC, in brief) modulus.
Corollary 1.3. Let . # LSC(S) & L(S), .>0. Then there exists a
function f # H & B0(B) such that | f *|=. a.e.
Proof. Assume that 1.>0. Then Theorem 1 yields a positive singular
measure & such that +=(&log .)_+& is pluriharmonic and symmetric.
Hence, put
f (z)=exp \&|S _
2
(1&(z, ‘) )n
&1& d+(‘)+ , z # B. K
In the unit disc, Corollary 1.3 has an interpretation in the canonical
innerouter terms. Indeed, choose . # LSC(T) & L(T), .>0, such that
the outer function g=exp H[(log .)m] is not in B0(D). Theorem 1 shows
that this outer function permits a B0 -correction by a singular inner func-
tion. Namely, we have g exp(&H[&]) # B0(D). (It was first observed by
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Shapiro in [17] that f # H & B0(D) does not imply that the outer factor
of f is in B0(D). See also [4].)
2. ZYGMUND’S DICHOTOMY
Let a=[ak]k=1 /D and J=[ jk]

k=1 /N, jk+1 jk3. The Riesz
product measure +=+(J, a) on the unit circle T is defined (as a weak*
limit) by the equality
+= ‘

k=1
[1+Re(akz jk )] m, z # T.
The title of the section refers to the following classical result:
(i) if a # l2, then +(J, a) is absolutely continuous and d+dm # L2(T);
(ii) if a  l2, then +(J, a) and Lebesgue measure are mutually
singular.
Now, consider pluriharmonic Riesz products. Observe that part (ii) of
Zygmund’s dichotomy does not hold for an arbitrary PRP. Indeed, it is
possible to construct a set E/S of positive Lebesgue measure and a
sequence R=[Rj]j=1 of RyllWojtaszczyk polynomials such that |R j |  0
uniformly on E. Now, fix a sequence a=[ak]k=1 /D, a  l
2. Let J=
[ jk]k=1 be so lacunar that
(1) [akRjk (‘)] # l
2 for all ‘ # E, and
(2) ?‘ (R, J, a)&+(J, [akR jk (‘)]) # L
2(T) for all ‘ # S (we apply
(0.1)). Here ?‘ (R, J, a) is the slice-measure of ?(R, J, a), and +(J, [akRjk (‘)])
is the classical Riesz product.
Then part (i) of Zygmund’s dichotomy guarantees that ?‘ (R, J, a) #
L2(T) for all ‘ # E. In other words, a  l2 but the measure ?(R, J, a) is not
purely singular.
Given a Riesz pair (R, a), a  l2, it is still possible to construct a purely
singular measure ?=?(R, U, J, ;, a) if we use an auxiliary sequence of
signs ;=[;k]k=1 and a scrambling sequence U=[Uk]

k=1 of unitary
operators (cf. Section 1 of the present paper; see also [9]). In other words,
we consider a measure ?(R, U, J, ;, a) in place of ?(R, J, a). In the present
section we use a different method. Namely, we consider certain special
holomorphic polynomials of the RyllWojtaszczyk type in place of arbitrary
RW-polynomials. This approach provides more deterministic information.
Moreover, we control the properties of all slice-measures and obtain
Theorem 2.
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Lemma 2.1. Given n2, there exist M=M(n) # N and $=$(n) # (0, 1)
with the following property: Let L # N. Then, for all j # N large enough, there
exist polynomials Wd=Wd ( j, L) # H( j+(d&1)L, 0), 1dM, such that
1 :
M
d=1
|Wd (z)| and :
M
d=1
|Wd (z)|2$, z # S.
Proof (About the Proof). For ‘ # S, 2 # (0, 1), put E2(‘)=[! # S :
1&|(!, ‘) |2<22].
(1) Let A1. Then there is an M=M(n, A) with the following
property: Given a 2 # (0, 1), there exist points ‘(k, d) # S such that
.
k, 1dM
E2(‘(k, d ))=S
and
EA2(‘(k1 , d )) & EA2(‘(k2 , d ))=< for k1 {k2 .
(2) Put 22=1j. Choose a sufficiently large A=A(n) and define
Wd ( j, L)(z)=const(n) :
k
(z, ‘(k, d )) j+(d&1)L.
We omit further details and refer the interested reader to [1, Theorem 4],
where the case L=0 is discussed. A similar construction is also considered
in [21]. K
Definition. Let the constant M and the polynomials Wd ( j, L) be those
provided by Lemma 2.1. Put R( j, L) =def Md=1 Wd ( j, L) and consider the
sequence R=[R( j, L)]j, L . Let a=[ak]k=1 /D; then the pair (R, a) is
said to be a special Riesz pair.
Remark. Formally, R( j, L) is not a RyllWojtaszczyk polynomial
because R( j, L) is not homogeneous. In fact, the cardinality of spec R( j, L)
is M.
Special PRP Construction. Let (R, a) be a special Riesz pair. Fix j1 # N
and put .1=1+Re[a1R( j1 , 1)].
Step k+1. We are given a pluriharmonic polynomial .k , .k>0.
Put Lk+1=2 deg .k+2 and define
.k+1=Pr[.k(1+Re[ak+1 R( jk+1 , Lk+1)])].
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We fix jk+1 so large that R( jk+1 , Lk+1) is defined, spec(.k+1&.k) &
spec .k=<, and .k+1>0 (we apply (0.1)).
Note that the choice of Lk+1 guarantees the key Riesz product property.
Namely, every h # Z has at most one representation of the type
h= :
cl1{cl2
\cl ,
where cl are the degrees of polynomials in the homogeneous decomposi-
tion of .k+1 .
The above properties ensure the weak* convergence in M(S). The limit
probability measure ?=?(R, J, a) is said to be a special PRP.
We will need a sufficient condition for two probability measures to be
mutually singular.
Theorem 2.2 (Brown [7]). Let +1 and +2 be probability measures on a
set X. Suppose that there is a sequence [gk]k=1/L
2(X, +t), t=1, 2, such
that
:

l=0
sup
k1, t=1, 2 }|X gk g k+l d+t&|X gk d+t |X g k+l d+t }<, (2.1)
:

k=1 }|X gk d(+1&+2) }
2
=. (2.2)
Then the measures +1 and +2 are mutually singular.
Now we are in position to prove the special PRP dichotomy.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 2). Part (i) is standard, so we omit its proof
and consider the case (ii) when a  l2.
Fix a sequence [#q]q=1 # l
1, #q>0. Suppose that we are on step k+1
of the special PRP construction and we choose jk+1 .
Let pk. As in the definition of a special Riesz pair, write (we omit the
symbols Lp and Lk+1)
R( jp)= :
M
d=1
Wd ( jp), R( jk+1)= :
M
b=1
Wb( jk+1).
Let
Pr[R ( jp) R( jk+1)]=:
h
f (h)
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be the homogeneous decomposition. Then
f (h)=Pr[W d ( jp) Wb( jk+1)], 1d, bM.
Recall that &Wb( jk+1)&L (S)1 and Wb( jk+1)  0 weakly in L2(S) as
jk+1   for all b=1, ..., M. So we apply (0.1) (with .=W d ( jp)) and
choose jk+1 so large that
&Pr[W d ( jp) Wb( jk+1)]&W d ( jp) Wb( jk+1)&L (S)<#k& p+1 M2 (2.3)
for all pk, 1d, bM. Now, the induction construction works.
We claim that Theorem 2.2 is applicable with X=T, +1=?‘ (R, J, a),
+2=m, and gk=R‘ ( jk , Lk) for all ‘ # S.
First, for all k, l>0, we have
|
T
gk g k+l dm=|
T
gk dm=|
T
g k+l dm=0.
Second, the definition of the measure ? and the properties of the polyno-
mials Wd ( j) (Lemma 2.1) yield
}|T gk d?‘ }=
|ak |
2
:
p
| g^k( p)|2=
|ak |
2
:
d
|Wd ( jk)(‘)|2
$ |ak |
2
.
Therefore, the property (2.2) holds since a  l2.
Finally, put
6‘ (R, J, a)= ‘

k=1
(1+Re[akR‘ ( jk)]).
A calculation shows that
|
T
gk g k+l d6‘=
a k
2
:
p
| g^k( p)| 2
ak+l
2
:
q
| g^k+l(q)|2
=|
T
gk d?‘ |
T
g k+l d?‘ .
On the other hand, by (2.3), we obtain
}|T gk g k+l d(?‘&6‘)}<#l
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for all k, l>0. Hence, the sum in (2.1) is estimated by
:

l=1
#l+sup
k1
|
T
| gk |2 d(?‘+m).
Now, recall that ?‘ are probability measures and | gk |1 for all k1.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. K
A verification shows that the above construction and the symmetry
restrictions from the proof of Theorem 1 are compatible. So we obtain
Corollary 2.3. There exists a probability pluriharmonic measure + # M(S)
such that the slices +‘ are uniformly symmetric and singular for all ‘ # S.
Proof. Fix a positive sequence [#q]q=1 # l
1, a positive sequence =k  0,
and a special Riesz pair (R, a), where a  l2, &a&<12, and ak  0.
Part 1 (Construction). We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2. So
we have
.k+1=Pr[.k(1+Re[ak+1 R( jk+1 , Lk+1)])],
where jk+1 is sufficiently large. In particular, (2.3) holds.
Moreover, we impose additional restrictions from the proof of
Theorem 1:
First, jk+1 is so large that properties (1.3) and (1.4) hold,
1+2 |ak+1 |>.k+1 .k>1&2 |ak+1 |
(we apply (0.1));
max[ |(.k)$‘ (*)| : ‘ # S, * # T]
min[ |(.k)‘ (*)| : ‘ # S, * # T]
< jk+1=k+1 .
Second, choose =(q, k)>0, q # Z+ , such that q=k+1 =(q, k)<=k+1 jk .
Recall that R( j, Lk+1)=Md=1 Wd ( j, Lk+1), where Wd ( j, Lk+1) are holo-
morphic homogeneous polynomials,
deg Wd ( j, Lk+1) j, and &Wd ( j, Lk+1)&L (S)1.
So, by Lemma 1.2, for all sufficiently large j we have
}|I (.&1p .k Re(ak+1 Wd ( j, Lk+1)))‘ dm }<=(k+1, p)2
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for all pk, 1dM, ‘ # S, I/T. Since M is a universal constant, we
obtain the above estimate with R( j, Lk+1) in place of Wd ( j, Lk+1) for all
sufficiently large j. So we apply (0.1) and consider jk+1 so large that
}|I \
.k+1&.k
.p + ‘ dm }<=(k+1, p)
for all pk, ‘ # S, I/T (property (1.7)). Now, the induction construction
works and yields a measure ?=?(R, J, a).
Part 2 (Properties of the Measure ?). The proofs of Claims B and C
(respectively, the proof of Theorem 2) show that the slice-measures ?‘ are
uniformly symmetric (singular) for all ‘ # S. K
Little Bloch applications of the latter result are given in the final section.
3. FINAL REMARKS
1. Corollary 2.3 and results in the disc yield a stronger version of
Proposition 0.1. Note that Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 below are
obtained in [3] for n=1.
Corollary 3.1. Let n2 and let ,: (0, 1]  (0, ) be a continuous
function with limt  0 ,(t)=0. Then there exists an inner function f in the ball
of Cn such that all slice-functions f‘ , ‘ # S, are inner and
lim
|z|  1&
(1&|z|2) |Rf (z)|
,(1&| f (z)|2)
=0,
where R is the radial derivative operator.
Proof. Consider the singular inner function
h(z)=exp \&|S _
2
(1&(z, ‘) )n
&1& d+(‘)+ ,
where + is a pluriharmonic measure with singular and uniformly symmetric
slices. Theorem 0.2 shows that
lim
|z|  1&
(1&|z|2) |Rh(z)|
1&|h(z)|2
=0.
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To finish the proof, we put f =g b h, where g: D  D is an inner function
such that (1&|*|2) | g$(*)|,(1&| g(*)|2) for all * # D (such a g is con-
structed in [3]). K
2. Recall that a measure + # M(T) is said to be small Zygmund if
lim
m(I\)  0
+(I+)&+(I&)
m(I\)
=0.
As mentioned in the Introduction, such measures play an important role in
the theory of the space B0(D).
Classical constructions provide examples of positive singular small
Zygmund measures on T. On the other hand, if a Riesz product + is a
small Zygmund measure, then + is absolutely continuous ([11]). Nevertheless,
Corollary 3.1 yields a pluriharmonic measure + such that the slices +‘ are
uniformly small Zygmund and singular for all ‘ # S.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that f : B  D is an inner function such that
lim
|z|  1&
(1&|z|2) |Rf (z)|
(1&| f (z)|2)2
=0
and all slice-functions f‘ , ‘ # S, are inner. Define the positive pluriharmonic
measures \: # M(S), : # T, by the equality
P[\:](z)=Re
:+ f (z)
:& f (z)
, z # B.
Then the slices (\:)‘ , ‘ # S, are singular, uniformly symmetric, and uniformly
small Zygmund.
Proof. Consideration of the slice-functions reduces the problem to the
corresponding statement in D which is obtained in [3]. Indeed, calculations
show that the Herglotz integrals H[(\:)‘] are little Bloch functions. K
3. Note that initially the study of inner functions in B0(D) was
motivated by investigation of bounded elements of B0"VMOA(D) (see [15]).
Denote by BMO(S) the space of all f # L1(S) such that
sup
‘ # S, r>0
inf
c # C
1
_(Q(‘, r)) |Q(‘, r) | f &c| d_<+,
where Q(‘, r)=[! # S : |1&(‘, !) |<r]. The space VMO(S) is the closure
of C(S) in BMO(S), and VMOA(B)=VMO(S) & H1(B), where H 1(B) is
the Hardy class. Shapiro proved in [18] that a non-constant inner function
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does not belong to VMOA(Bn), n2. Hence, every non-trivial inner function
f # B0(Bn), n2, is an example of a bounded function in B0"VMOA(Bn).
4. Let d # Z+ . Theorems 1 and 2 have d-pluriharmonic versions
which are probably of interest from the harmonic analysis point of view.
Namely, let + # M(S) and let +pq , ( p, q) # Z2+ , denote the H( p, q)-projec-
tion of +. Define spec(+)=[( p, q) # Z2+ : +pq 0], as usual. We say that +
is d-pluriharmonic if spec(+)/[( p, q) # Z2+ : ( p&d )(q&d)=0] _ [(0, 0)].
Note that the slices +‘ , ‘ # S, are naturally defined for such measures.
For example, we have
Theorem 1d. Let d # Z+ ,  # USC(S), 0. Then there exists a
positive singular measure &(d ) such that +=_+&(d ) is d-pluriharmonic and
the slice-measures +‘ , ‘ # S, are uniformly symmetric.
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